Quick Selection Guide To Chemical Protective Clothing
Synopsis

The premier reference on chemical protective clothing, now revised and updated This Fifth Edition of the Quick Selection Guide to Chemical Protective Clothing has been revised significantly to include many new chemicals and three additional suit materials, compared to previous editions. The color-coded tables of recommendations containing nineteen representative barrier materials have been revised and updated to include approximately 1,000 more/corrected selection recommendations in ninety-six chemical classes. The bestselling pocket guide now includes almost 800 chemicals with synonyms, CAS numbers, risk codes, and special notations to alert the user. A new feature is the Trade Name Table containing generic material listings vs. a test battery of twenty-two chemicals. The Quick Selection Guide to Chemical Protective Clothing, Fifth Edition is an essential field guide for spill responders, safety engineers, industrial hygienists, chemists and chemical engineers, purchase agents, salespeople, and workers in all industries.
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Customer Reviews

This is a good, easy to use quick reference guide with many applications for multiple disciplines. This is useful for those 0430 in the morning calls when clear and concise information is what is needed. It does not replace a good personal protection equipment program or selection of purchase of equipment however it does put your data in a single place for quick reference. Richard Shoaf President Safety Training and Consultations International LLC [...]
dont waste your money... get the paper copy if you have to have it go a head i dont want to say more....
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